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Overview of Activity 

Introduce a Girl to Engineering is an annual STEM event hosted by the SWE-Houston Area 
section. This annual event is a chance for us to provide a large outreach event to students in 
the Houston area and introduce girls to engineering with hands-on activities and provide 
opportunities to interact with different real-world engineers from various backgrounds.  

The 2021 SWE-HA IAGTE event was held virtually due to COVID concerns. This is important 
to note because activities were constructed at home by a student with only virtual instruction. 
This required us to ensure we provide all materials that would not be readily available at home 
and supply explicit, easy-to-read instructions for students to follow, in addition to having a 
volunteer take them through the activity.  

Three hands-on activities were completed for this event. They were: 1) Bristle Bots (robotics 
and electrical engineering), 2) Pipeline (civil engineering), and 3) Safe Landing (aerospace 
engineering). The overview of each activity is broken out in the following pages.  
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Bristle Bot 

Explanation of 
Activity: 

Students created a simple robot out of pipe cleaners, 
toothbrush heads, batteries, motors, and electrical tape. 
Students had to put the robot together by following simple 
easy-to-read instructions as well as by instruction of a 
volunteer. The robot had an on/off function by manipulating 
the wires. Students were encouraged to manipulate leg 
position (pipe cleaners) to change the direction the robot 
would move in. 

Main takeaways for 
students: 

A discussion following the activity included engaging with the 
students to talk about what propelled the Bristle Bot, what did 
they notice about the robot (random or similar movements), 
what leg position did students decide to create, as well as 
what was challenging about the activity and how they 
overcame it. The main takeaway was to understand how 
robots are used in everyday life and how the engineer can 
design a robot to help do a specific task or job. 

Real-life connections: 

This simplistic robot (although challenging enough for 
students to construct) was able to help drive the discussion of 
how robots are used every day and the advancements in 
robotics. A discussion lead on what robots can do revolved 
around things that the students might be more familiar with, 
such as, fighting fires, cleaning homes, assisting with surgery, 
making pizza, brushing teeth, etc. A discussion was also had 
around advancements in industrial robots and even 
advancements in space with the Mars rovers. 

Additional Context 
for Replicating 

Activity: 

Of the 3 activities held at this event, this activity was the 
biggest hit! An important note for replicating this activity would 
be to have someone check the batteries beforehand. While 
this is a more tedious task, it ensures the students are 
receiving working equipment that will allow for successful 
completion of the activity. 
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Build a Pipeline

Explanation of 
Activity: 

Students created a simple pipeline out of foam cups, various 
straws, popsicle sticks, and tape. Students had to put the 
pipeline together by following simple easy-to-read instructions, 
as well as by instruction of a volunteer. The objective of this 
activity was to move water from one cup to another by  
assembling a pipeline out of simple materials. Students were  
able to take creative liberties in configuring the pipeline by  
placing the cups and straws in various positions. Students also  
practiced troubleshooting by assessing their pipelines for leaks, 
structurally sound assembly, and ensuring adequate and 
proper flow into the different cups. Students also 
experimented with liquids with different viscosities in 
combination with pipeline configuration. 

Main takeaways for 
students: 

Because students used various liquids from their homes there 
was variation between student to student of their configuration 
and liquid in their pipeline. This opened a discussion in the 
breakout rooms around better configurations depending on 
certain types of liquids used. This helped students think about 
how pipelines in the real world can differ depending on what 
material the pipeline is transporting. 

Real-life connections: 

A discussion was held on how to link this activity to real-world 
pipelines over time. Students were able to learn about 
historical pipelines (like the Roman aqueducts) and compare it 
to modern day pipelines like current US oil and gas systems. 
The discussion on advancement in pipeline technology helped 
the students understand how it is important for technology to 
adapt to modern needs. 

Additional Context 
for Replicating 

Activity: 

Because students are encouraged to try different 
configurations of their pipeline, it would be a good idea to 
include a few extra cups in case students are struggling to 
troubleshoot or re-configure their original pipeline. 
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Safe Landing 

Explanation of 
Activity: 

Students designed a “spacecraft” that keeps “astronauts” 
safely contained when dropped from a height. Materials used 
in this activity included paper cups, tape, cardstock, note 
cards, straws, popsicle sticks, cotton balls, string and plastic 
grocery bags. The spacecraft was a paper cup, and the 
astronauts were 2 pieces of notebook paper crumped into 
balls. The objective of this activity was to not let the paper 
balls (astronauts) bounce out or tip the cup (spacecraft). 
Students were encouraged to not just cover their cup to keep  
the paper inside, nor just tape the paper to the cup. Example  
designs given to the students for construction of their safe  
landing included adding a shock absorber, parachute, or other 
creative feature. Students were then encouraged to let their 
“astronauts” land from various heights to ensure a safe 
landing was still possible. 

Main takeaways for 
students: 

This activity was focused on safety, and how important it is to 
find safe and optimal methods to keep people safe. The main 
takeaway included helping students understand various 
engineering components of this activity (like what is drag, 
dampers, and how center of gravity impacts a design). 

Real-life connections: 

A discussion was held on how this activity can relate to real-
life applicability. Students talked about how safe landing can 
apply to planes, parachutes, rockets, or even a gymnast and 
how landing will occur is crucial (i.e., we want the plane to 
land safely to protect the people and cargo, or the gymnast 
wants to land on their feet as to avoid injuries). Students also 
learned how rockets used to land (parachutes down into 
the destructive salt water) to how rockets land today (vertically 
on the ground or even a barge at sea). 

Additional Context 
for Replicating 

Activity: 

Because students are encouraged to try different 
configurations of their safe landing, it would be a good idea to 
include extra materials (like for a parachute or shock 
absorber) so they can recreate or try different methods. 
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Outline and Script 

We had 3 activity leads as part of our planning team. Each activity lead put together a 
volunteer and student activity sheet. We will include their original documents as part of the 
outline and script section. Helpful links and resources are included in each set of 
documents. Volunteer sheets will be included in this Outreach Playbook. Student sheets 
will be included as additional attachments. We also have video instruction for the Build a 
Pipeline and Safe Landing activities. 

Some volunteer sheets do not have the entire set of instructions that were provided to the 
students. Compare the instructions between the students sheets and the volunteer 
sheets. The students sheets should have a complete set of instructions, and the volunteer 
sheets should have either the same instructions with additional context or helpful hints, or 
at least recommendations of how to help the students engage during the activity. 
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Resources and helpful links for the activities are listed below. 

Bristle Bot:
https://www.acieta.com/why-robotic-automation/robotic-solutions-industry/automotive-
applications/ 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_robot#History_of_industrial_robotics 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programmable_Universal_Machine_for_Assembly 
http://en.people.cn/n3/2019/0402/c90000-9562954-3.html 
http://cyberneticzoo.com/robots/1937-the-robot-gargantua-bill-griffith-p-taylor-
australiancanadian/ 
https://browndoggadgets.dozuki.com/Guide/Bristlebot/2?lang=en 

Build a Pipeline:
https://kids.britannica.com/students/article/pipeline/276431 
https://www.britannica.com/science/viscosity 
https://www.britannica.com/science/Bernoullis-theorem 
https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/PipelineBasics.htm?nocache=2436 
https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/construction/index.htm?nocache=5966 
https://deming.org/explore/pdsa/ 

Safe Landing: 
http://www.discovere.org/sites/default/files/Safe%20Landing%20activity.pdf 
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/first-reusable-rocket-launched-and-landed-
safely-back-earth-again-180957387/ 
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg23030693-800-spacex-lands-reusable-rocket-on-a-
barge-after-four-failures/ 
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/shuttle/flyout/booster_ships.html    
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/airplane/drag1.html 
https://www.engineeringchoice.com/shock-absorber/ 

https://www.acieta.com/why-robotic-automation/robotic-solutions-industry/automotive-applications/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_robot#History_of_industrial_robotics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programmable_Universal_Machine_for_Assembly
http://en.people.cn/n3/2019/0402/c90000-9562954-3.html
http://cyberneticzoo.com/robots/1937-the-robot-gargantua-bill-griffith-p-tayloraustraliancanadian/
https://browndoggadgets.dozuki.com/Guide/Bristlebot/2?lang=en
https://kids.britannica.com/students/article/pipeline/276431
https://www.britannica.com/science/viscosity
https://www.britannica.com/science/Bernoullis-theorem
https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/PipelineBasics.htm?nocache=2436
https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/construction/index.htm?nocache=5966
https://deming.org/explore/pdsa/
http://www.discovere.org/sites/default/files/Safe%20Landing%20activity.pdf
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/first-reusable-rocket-launched-and-landedsafely-
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg23030693-800-spacex-lands-reusable-rocket-on-abarge-
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/shuttle/flyout/booster_ships.html
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/airplane/drag1.html
https://www.engineeringchoice.com/shock-absorber/
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Bristle Bot 
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Bristle Bot – Volunteer Sheets 



Bristle Bot Volunteer Instruction Sheet 

Volunteers must  ****Watch video ahead of time***** 

10 minutes 

What is robotics? 

Robotics uses science, engineering and technology to produce machines, called 

robots that can copy human actions. 

What is a robot? 

A programmable machine that can assist humans or mimic human actions 

What can a robot do? 

- Build cars on an assembly line

- Fight fires

- Clean homes

- Assist with performing surgery

- Make pizza

- Brush your teeth

Ask students: Can you think of anything you would like a robot to help you with? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oe10JCItP6Q&ab_channel=BrownDogGadgets


2 minutes 

Advancements in Industrial Robots 

Industrial robots are used for manufacturing. They are automated, programmable 

and capable of movement on three or more points of rotation. “Look at the points 

of connection/rotation and how they’ve become more advanced over time.” 

In car manufacturing, robotic arms can be used for welding car panels together, 

screw driving, wheel mounting, cutting plastic from molds, and moving material 

from one area to the next in line. 

3 minutes 

Advancements in Mars Rovers 

 There have been six successful robotically operated Mars rovers, here are 3

 “One problem the rovers have had on Mars is that the terrain is rocky and

bumpy. Sometimes the wheels get stuck.” The Spirit rover even kept getting

stuck in sand!

 Check out how the wheels have changed over time. Notice how there aren’t

any tires with air in them? “The current rover on Mars, Perseverance, has

wheels that are like chainmail to take the shape of the terrain it travels

over.” (photos of wheels at bottom right)

Why do we send rovers to Mars? 

 Humans are delicate and require oxygen, food, and special suits, etc

 Remember that robots help humans with difficult tasks that can require

precision, plus robots don’t need oxygen in space!

 Scientists want to study space and collect samples, but they need engineers

to help them create the tools and robots they need



45 minutes 

Activity 

Use student instruction/activity sheet to go through steps. 

Reminders: 

 Step 3: Make sure there is an appropriately sized gap between the battery

and the motor since this is where the pipe cleaner will go

 Step 4: They need to experiment with re-twisting/curling/placement of the

pipe cleaner since this impacts the bot’s movement. There are six variations

between a leg being pointed down, folded flat on the surface or bent off the

ground.

 Step 6:

o Ask discussion questions once they get their bot up and running.

Below are ones for you to choose from:

 What do you think propels the Bristle Bot?

 What do you notice about the movements?

 Are the movements random or similar?
 How do the positions of the Bristle Bot legs impact its

movement?
 Which leg position did you choose? Why did you choose that

one?
 What was the hardest part about the activity and how did you

overcome it?

o You can also encourage them to try “target practice” with their bot.
On a flat surface, place a small object (penny, eraser, etc) a foot away
from your bristle bot and see what adjustments you need to make to
the bot in order to reach your “target”.
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Build a Pipeline
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Build a Pipeline – Volunteer Sheets 



Build a Pipeline

Introduce a Girl to Engineering 2021

November 13, 2021

https://live.staticflickr.com/8240/8596032224_c73d03c858_z.jpg


History of Pipelines

Then

► Rome used aqueducts to bring
water sources from higher
grounds to the city of Rome.

Now

► The United States has 229,523
miles of oil and 319,374 miles of
gas transmission pipelines to
move energy fuels from
production areas to end-users.

https://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/green-science/la-ancient-rome.htm
https://www.phmsa.dot.gov/data-and-statistics/pipeline/annual-report-mileage-hazardous-liquid-or-carbon-dioxide-systems
https://www.phmsa.dot.gov/data-and-statistics/pipeline/annual-report-mileage-natural-gas-transmission-gathering-systems
https://images.fineartamerica.com/images-medium-large-5/pont-du-gard-roman-aqueduct-france-ken-welsh.jpg
https://www.npms.phmsa.dot.gov/Documents/NPMS_Pipelines_Map.pdf


Aqueducts 

► A channel built to move water to the
city
► Gravity flow from a higher elevation

flowing downhill to a lower elevation was
used in the design.

► Water was carried through underground
channels, concrete pipes, or lead pipes
where the city governments funded the
projects.

► When there were dips in elevation, a
siphon was created to generate enough
momentum of the water to continue the
flow further downhill.

Ancient Aqueducts | HowStuffWorks

https://media.hswstatic.com/eyJidWNrZXQiOiJjb250ZW50Lmhzd3N0YXRpYy5jb20iLCJrZXkiOiJnaWZcL2xhLWFuY2llbnQtcm9tZS0yLmpwZyIsImVkaXRzIjp7InJlc2l6ZSI6eyJ3aWR0aCI6MjkwfX19
https://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/green-science/la-ancient-rome1.htm


Women Working on Pipelines

► Women comprised as much as
10% of the 28,000 employees
on the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
Project between 1974 – 1977

► Diane Schenker, a welder for
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, is
pictured on the right in the
photo.

Library.Alaska.Gov

AlaskaPublic.org

https://www.alaskapublic.org/2017/07/10/midnight-oil-the-challenges-of-being-the-only-woman-on-a-pipeline-worker-crew/
https://library.alaska.gov/hist/exhibits/pipeline_women.html
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2017/07/10/midnight-oil-the-challenges-of-being-the-only-woman-on-a-pipeline-worker-crew/


Build a Pipeline Activity Objective
► Move water from one cup to another.

Plan

DoCheck

Act

Steps Actions

Plan Consider how to move water from one cup to another 
using the provided materials. (~5 minutes)

Do Assemble the pipeline system. (~20 minutes)

Check Troubleshoot if needed. (~10 minutes)

Act Make repairs, redesign, or optimize. (10 minutes)

Straw Cup

Receiving 
CupStand

Pipeline



Materials
► Three (3) foam cups

► Straws (non-bending,
bending straws, various
diameters)

► Craft sticks

► Masking tape
► Not included:

► Scissors

► Water

► Paper towels

► Optional:

► Food coloring

► Honey, vegetable oil,
other viscous liquids

► Timer

► Measuring cup



Do: Steps

1. Use the scissors to carefully poke a small hole in the bottom of
one Styrofoam cup.

2. Insert a small diameter straw in the hole of the first cup
(“straw cup”).

3. Consider, design, and build a stand for the “straw cup” so the
“straw cup” is a higher elevation than the “receiving cup” using
the provided cups, straws, wooden craft sticks, and tape.

4. Configure the “straw cup” and stand to empty through the
straw pipeline into the “receiving cup.”

5. Pour water into the taller cup.



Check: Make Observations

What happened?
Observations:

Research:

Hypothesis:

Testing:

Analyze Data:

Conclusions:

Troubleshoot as needed:
a. If there are leaks, use tape to repair them.
b. If the structure elevating the first cup is not structurally sound,

reinforce it.
c. If the water does not flow into the second cup, re-design the

pipeline system.



Act: Data Gathering

a. Consider optimization of flow using larger diameter straw.
b. Consider design changes to accommodate different fluids

(honey, vegetable oil, etc.)

► Constants: Use 50 mL or ¼ cup of fluid

► Variables:

o Use two fluids with different viscosities such as water and honey or
water and oil.

o Change the narrow diameter straw out with the thicker diameter
smoothie straw and see how the average time to move the water
changes.

►Using a timer, record three-time trials for each fluid type and straw
diameter. After recording the times, take the average of each test and
compare the results to the hypothesis.



Act: Data Gathering

Thin Straw Thick Straw
Fluid 1: Water
Time 1
Time 2
Time 3
Average

Fluid 2: _____________

Time 1
Time 2
Time 3
Average

Average = (Time 1 + Time 2 + Time 3)

3



Additional Resources

► Pipelines

► Fluid Viscosity

► Bernoulli Principle

► PHMSA Website

► Pipeline construction

► Deming Plan Do Check Act (PDCA) Cycle

https://kids.britannica.com/students/article/pipeline/276431
https://www.britannica.com/science/viscosity
https://www.britannica.com/science/Bernoullis-theorem
https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/PipelineBasics.htm?nocache=2436
https://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/construction/index.htm?nocache=5966
https://deming.org/explore/pdsa/
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Safe Landing 
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Safe Landing – Volunteer Sheets 



Safe Landing Activity - Volunteer Sheet
Volunteer Background Info (Do not read to students):

Activity:
In the Safe Landing Activity, students will be designing a spacecraft that keeps
“astronauts” safely contained when dropped from a height. The spacecraft is a paper
cup and the “astronauts” are 3 pieces of notebook paper crumpled into balls. Students
need to design the spacecraft so that the paper balls will stay contained within the cup.
The paper balls should not bounce out nor should the cup tip over upon landing.
Students are free to use the other provided materials to design their spacecraft to
ensure a safe landing.

Note: Students cannot tape the paper balls to the cup or cover the opening of the cup.

This is a design project. Encourage the students to get creative and brainstorm their
own designs to build and test. However, I have explained a couple designs to help
students who are stuck.

Once their design is complete, encourage them to test it by dropping their cup from 1 ft.
Have them increase the height from which the cup is dropped to determine how robust
their design is.

● Link to Original STEM Project

Materials:
Volunteers need to gather the following materials:

1. Clear Tape (students were provided a roll of scotch tape)
2. 1 Plastic grocery bag (students were provided a clean, new plastic bag)
3. 3 pieces of notebook paper
4. Scissors

***NOTE: The cardstock pieces are different colors from kit to kit. While students likely
have different color cardstock than you, everyone will have two 4” square pieces and a
half sheet. This half sheet is leftover. Please do not provide instruction to “tape the pink
piece of cardstock” as this may be confusing.

***NOTE: The sample designs do not use all of the provided materials. Additional
materials are provided to allow for creative designs.

Schedule / Timing:

http://www.discovere.org/sites/default/files/Safe%20Landing%20activity.pdf


1) Gather materials and take attendance (5 minutes)
2) Explanation & Introduction (Volunteer Speaking) (5-7 minutes)
3) Brainstorm (5 minutes)
4) Build a Prototype (15 minutes)
5) Test (2 minutes)
6) Redesign and Test (15 minutes)
7) Discuss (10 minutes)

Volunteer “Script” (follow this along on IAGTE Day)
Please make sure to discuss the sections in red. These are key.

1. Gather Materials (2 minutes): Give students two minutes to collect scissors, 3
pieces of notebook paper, additional paper for sketching designs, and a pencil.

2. Explanation / Introduction - Walk through Slides 2 - 5 (5-7 minutes):

Today, you will be an Aeronautical Engineer (or a Mechanical Engineer, if you’d
prefer)!

There are many applications where the landing mechanism must be considered,
such as an airplane, a rocketship, or a parachute. Even gymnasts must consider
their landing.

Let’s focus on the rocketship landing. In recent years, there have been many
advancements in space travel. Humans have now landed rockets vertically (See
slide 3 for several photos of the Blue Origin and SpaceX rockets landing). This is
incredibly important for a number of reasons. 1) it will allow for space travel to
occur more easily if rockets can be reused. 2) Reusing components is better for
the environment. 3) Reusing components also reduces the cost of space travel.

This landing style is very different from previous technologies. Rockets would
separate and parachute down to the ocean. These components cannot be
reused as easily since the rocket would have to be recovered and reassembled.
Also, salt water is very damaging to materials. Certain components may not be
reusable.

Engineering Concepts:
Some of the concepts explored in this activity are:



○ Drag (air resistance) - a force generated when an object moves through a
fluid such as air. This force opposes the motion of the object and slows it
down.

■ Example 1: Race cars are designed in a way to minimize drag (air
resistance) so they can go faster.

■ Example 2: Alternatively, parachutes increase drag by increasing
the surface area of the object, which slows it down.

○ Shock Absorber (Damper): A device that converts kinetic energy (motion)
into a different type of energy in order to reduce an impact and smooth out
impulses

■ Example 1: A car without shock absorbers would be a very bumpy,
uncomfortable ride.

■ Example 2: If you jumped straight upwards, your knees would bend
upon landing back on the ground to absorb the impact. Your legs
act as shock absorbers.

○ Center of Gravity: Average location of weight of an object. Uneven weight
of a design can result in a shifted center of gravity, which could pose
problems with designs in this activity.

○ Feedback Loops: Used in a system when it is necessary to adjust an
“input” based on the current output of the system

■ Example: When landing a rocket vertically, sensors could detect if
the positioning is incorrect. The rocket would then adjust based on
this feedback continuously.

■ Note - this is not directly involved in today’s activity but a cool
engineering concept.

Design Task (Slide 6): ***EMPHASIZE THIS SECTION***
Today students are tasked with designing a way to keep the paper balls
(“astronauts”) within the cup as it is dropped from a height of 1 foot. Emphasize
that students cannot permanently attach the paper to the cup or cover the top.

Some questions to ask students about:
- How will your design keep the cup upright?
- How will your design absorb the impact when the cup hits the ground?
- How will your design slow down the cup during its descent?

Explain Process: Brainstorm, Build a Prototype, Test, Iterate
******



3. Brainstorm (5 minutes) - Give students time to brainstorm and sketch several
designs.

4. Prototype Best Option (15 minutes)
○ First, have students assemble their astronauts by tightly crumpling 3

pieces of notebook paper.
○ If any student is completely stuck, encourage them to follow along the

step-by-step design in their instruction sheet.
5. Test (2 minutes)

○ Is the design successful when dropped from 1 foot above ground?
○ If so, is it successful at 3 feet? 5 feet?
○ How repeatable are your results?
○ A good design will be robust and reliable.

6. Redesign & Retest (15 minutes)
○ Assist students with the redesign process.
○ If their cup keeps tipping over:  How can they use the popsicle sticks or

straws to keep it upright?
○ If the paper balls bounce out: How can the students dampen the impact?

7. Discussion among students (10 minutes)
○ Which designs were successful at the greatest height?
○ What did those designs have in common?
○ Did you notice anything about your materials?
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Lessons Learned 

Things that went well: 
• Virtual: Have backup leads/moderators in case there are internet issues for one lead

that way the other can jump in to cover.
• Sending mass texts or contacting directly through text/phone seemed to provide the

most results vs. emails.
• Bristle bot activity was a huge hit with the students. More engaging activity.

Areas for improvement: 
• Virtual: Only offer shipping of kits for students and volunteers - it’s so much work to

mail the kits and coordinate pickups/drop offs. Build this into the budget.
• Virtual: Have students & volunteers register one time and on the chosen platform only.

Having to register on Google forms and then Hopin (virtual platform) created confusion
and could have led to losing some registered people. For a virtual event, this would
mean the platform would need to be up and running prior to registration which was not
the case this year or last.

• Do a complete run through of the event prior. This would be for virtual or in person to
make sure everyone knows who is saying what in the opening & closing ceremonies.
Especially important for virtual to make sure there are no technical difficulties.

• Virtual: Have one activity room all day set up for each group. Switching from room to
room caused a lot of issues with losing people and having girls get lost.

• Textedly service - While it is low cost, a major downside is that it costs extra to be able
to have the texts sent to your phone. Unless someone is planning to constantly
monitor the website for incoming texts, it’s hard to be able to provide a direct response
to incoming messages. Would recommend researching other mass texting services to
find one that has better features.

• Having a full committee team is critical to be able to delegate and make sure that
everyone can focus on specific parts of the event. Without a full team, everyone has to
take on multiple cross function roles and it’s easier for things to fall through the
cracks.

• Virtual: Keep target age range at middle school (6th - 9th). We opened up to any range
and shipped kits to those but the majority of students who showed up were in the
target age range.

• Calendar invites – Included with registration so that it is on people’s calendars
• Consistently send emails as reminders during registration.
• Activity should take the duration of the session (1 hour) and be appropriate for the age

range (6th - 9th)
o Add levels of complexity

The biggest issue we noticed was the number of kits we mailed versus the number of 
students who attended the event day-of. More information regarding this can be found in 
the “Accessibility Adaptations” section. Hosting this event virtually again would potentially 
require us to re-evaluate how we get activity kits in students’ hands if reducing cost is 
crucial to the budget for the year.  
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Accessibility Adaptations 

Ways we adapted to accessibility needs as best as we could: 
1) At no cost to the students or their families, we paid for shipping of their activity kits, or

hand-delivered at an appropriate location as requested by the parents. This ensured
that all students would receive their activity kits without barriers to transportation.

2) We had volunteers ready who could speak Spanish for students that did not speak
English. We did not have to utilize this, but we did have people on standby just in
case.

3) We recruited more volunteers than the minimum (1 per breakout room) so we could
have at least 2 volunteers per room. This helped provide students with more attention
and help them troubleshoot their activities so one volunteer wasn’t having to prioritize
needs. We were also able to break students into smaller breakout rooms for more
individualized attention.

Ways we would recommend adapting to accessibility needs in the future: 
1) For smaller budgets you could enlist volunteers to station around your town or city for

drop off/pick of activity kits. This would save on having to ship every kit which can
become costly.

* The biggest issue we saw was that we had lots of interest in students who
registered to attend, but then did not “attend” on the day of the event. This led us
to mailing out kits to students who did not attend, which ultimately cost us money
that we didn’t see direct results from. To avoid this, we would recommend a pickup
option, or something else that would reduce the cost of shipping kits. Perhaps
more communication with the students and their families prior to the event would
reduce any potential excess spending. Unfortunately, this is one downfall of a
virtual event as there are times people tend to register for events and then not
show up on the day of the event.

2) In the future, we would consider ways to work with teachers to perhaps use schools
for students who do not have access to internet if the event was held virtually. We
could also investigate using local libraries as well.
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Materials and Costs 

On the following pages are tables that breaks down the cost and materials for the 3 
activities, as well as other miscellaneous expenses we had to consider because this event 
was virtual. If this event was held in-person, some expenses would have been different 
(instead of shipping kits we would have provided lunch). This is an appropriate go-by for a 
virtual event similar to IAGTE.  

Important notes to consider for the number of kits we made: 
- The activity kits were constructed before we had a final head count for the event.

Based on the timeline we asked the activity leads to make at least 225 kits so we
would have enough for our max student registration capacity (200) plus 25
volunteers.

- Final numbers: 150 students registered, and 38 day-of volunteers
- Not every item was included in both the students and volunteer kits. Some items

were left out of the volunteer kits as it was assumed they could more readily access
those items (like a roll of tape from the Safe Landing activity).

Items included in each student kit: 
- 3 activities (1 each of Bristle Bot, Build a Pipeline, and Safe Landing)
- 1 Drawstring backpack
- 1 IAGTE T-Shirt
- Fun Pencils

Items included in post-event swag kit* (materials provided by Sponsor, Chemours): 
- Chemours Pen
- Chemours Notebook
- Chemours Sunglasses
- Chemours Screwdriver Kit
- Stickers & handwritten thank you note
* The “post-event swag kit” was provided because the sponsor was unable to provide us
the swag items before we shipped the kits. After the event we reviewed our budget and
determined we had enough money left over to send swag kits to the students who did
attend the event. This was an additional cost we had not originally budgeted for.
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Bristle Bot (225 kits) 

Item Quantity
Where to Buy 

(Link if applicable) Total Cost

Pipe Cleaners 348 ea. Amazon - pipe cleaners $10.33 

Toothbrush 288 ea. Amazon - Toothbrush $31.98 

Double sided sticky 
foam tape 1200 ea. Amazon - double sided 

foam tape $9.99 

Stick on googley 
eyes 420 ea. Amazon - Stick on googley 

eyes $12.87 

Motor 225 ea. Amazon - motor $284.85 

Battery 300 ea. Amazon - Battery $29.97 

Printable labels 2000 ea. Amazon - Printable Labels $10.95 

Plastic bags 300 ea. Amazon - Plastic Bags $7.49 

Total – Bristle Bot $390.94 

Build a Pipeline (250 kits) 

Item Quantity
Where to Buy

(Link if applicable) Total Cost

Styrofoam Cups 1000 ea. Amazon - Foam Cups $60.49 

Bendable Straws 500 ea. Amazon - Bendable 
Straws $7.79 

Straight Straws 1000 ea. Amazon - Straight Straws $27.96 

Large Diameter 
Straws 250 ea. Amazon - Large Diameter 

Straws $22.77 

Popsicle Sticks 1000 ea. Amazon - Popsicle Sticks $13.90 

Masking Tape 700 ft Amazon - Masking Tape $27.87 

XL Gallon Size Bags 250 ea. Amazon - XL Gallon Size 
Bags $59.70 

Total – Build a Pipeline $319.80 

https://www.amazon.com/Carl-Kay-Pipe-Cleaners-Bonus/dp/B08546PST9/ref=sr_1_6?dchild=1&keywords=pipe+cleaners&qid=1632716156&sr=8-6
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00EDMH644/ref=emc_b_5_i
https://www.amazon.com/Tatuo-Double-Sponge-Mounting-Adhesive/dp/B07DWX1NN9/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=double+sided+foam+tape&qid=1632784631&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.com/Tatuo-Double-Sponge-Mounting-Adhesive/dp/B07DWX1NN9/ref=sr_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=double+sided+foam+tape&qid=1632784631&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.com/TOAOB-210pcs-Eyelash-Self-adhesive-Scrapbooking/dp/B08L6BMCNW/ref=sr_1_8?crid=1F1LI8SIBW5AW&dchild=1&keywords=stick%2Bon%2Bgoogly%2Beyes&qid=1632784834&sprefix=stick%2Bon%2Bgoogl%2Caps%2C195&sr=8-8&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/TOAOB-210pcs-Eyelash-Self-adhesive-Scrapbooking/dp/B08L6BMCNW/ref=sr_1_8?crid=1F1LI8SIBW5AW&dchild=1&keywords=stick%2Bon%2Bgoogly%2Beyes&qid=1632784834&sprefix=stick%2Bon%2Bgoogl%2Caps%2C195&sr=8-8&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B074P9SSSJ/ref=redir_mobile_desktop?_encoding=UTF8&aaxitk=08ab631e3b096f5e03b534c088b6a85e&hsa_cr_id=2078196550801&pd_rd_plhdr=t&pd_rd_r=50eed9c5-8f3a-49d2-9419-da3a240663df&pd_rd_w=uDuVt&pd_rd_wg=K4gG3&ref_=sbx_be_s_sparkle_mcd_asin_0_img
https://www.amazon.com/LR44-Battery-L1154c-Batteries-JNKXIXI/dp/B089993JL8/ref=sxin_13_pa_sp_search_thematic_sspa?cv_ct_cx=LR44+Button+Cell+Battery&dchild=1&keywords=LR44+Button+Cell+Battery&pd_rd_i=B089993JL8&pd_rd_r=97e892ff-0621-437f-8f48-1bf03f7621b4&pd_rd_w=wwR8T&pd_rd_wg=ET79j&pf_rd_p=10539193-9768-4d74-9fe3-ce259e9e2cde&pf_rd_r=X3FR6BHHTZM8MSPJKZR6&qid=1632784430&sr=1-1-a73d1c8c-2fd2-4f19-aa41-2df022bcb241-spons&psc=1&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUExTEg5RkM0Wkw1Rlo0JmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUEwNDk2NDQ0TUtCRVNUUDIyMlA5JmVuY3J5cHRlZEFkSWQ9QTAxODEyOTkzR1YyMkdRNktVQ1ZOJndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3Bfc2VhcmNoX3RoZW1hdGljJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==
https://www.amazon.com/ChromaLabel-Printable-Labels-Compatible-Printers/dp/B0831NS9VD/ref=sr_1_13?dchild=1&keywords=printable+labels&qid=1632784999&sr=8-13
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07BJ4L4QR/ref=ox_sc_act_image_1?smid=ATVPDKIKX0DER&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/DART-Foam-packs-count-options/dp/B01NBL07Z9/ref=sr_1_17?dchild=1&keywords=styrofaom%2Bcup%2B10%2Boz%2B600%2Bquanitiy&qid=1631724846&sr=8-17&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/ALINK-500-Pack-Flexible-Drinking-Disposable/dp/B08M3RDFVX/ref=sr_1_6?dchild=1&keywords=bendy+drinking+straw&qid=1631725214&s=home-garden&sr=1-6
https://www.amazon.com/ALINK-500-Pack-Flexible-Drinking-Disposable/dp/B08M3RDFVX/ref=sr_1_6?dchild=1&keywords=bendy+drinking+straw&qid=1631725214&s=home-garden&sr=1-6
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B071H4GP7D/ref=redir_mobile_desktop?_encoding=UTF8&aaxitk=f51b2317e155efb5a1fb93b391d4b21c&hsa_cr_id=1071009210101&pd_rd_plhdr=t&pd_rd_r=669bec6b-e565-4c60-91dd-cf20a8cee536&pd_rd_w=7Ke7z&pd_rd_wg=vVO5C&ref_=sbx_be_s_sparkle_lsi4d_asin_2_title&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07GKZP1C4/ref=redir_mobile_desktop?_encoding=UTF8&aaxitk=f51b2317e155efb5a1fb93b391d4b21c&hsa_cr_id=1071009210101&pd_rd_plhdr=t&pd_rd_r=f380c441-24ea-48a3-b518-4f3c8b78cf18&pd_rd_w=aRxcA&pd_rd_wg=o9n2T&ref_=sbx_be_s_sparkle_lsi4d_asin_1_title&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07GKZP1C4/ref=redir_mobile_desktop?_encoding=UTF8&aaxitk=f51b2317e155efb5a1fb93b391d4b21c&hsa_cr_id=1071009210101&pd_rd_plhdr=t&pd_rd_r=f380c441-24ea-48a3-b518-4f3c8b78cf18&pd_rd_w=aRxcA&pd_rd_wg=o9n2T&ref_=sbx_be_s_sparkle_lsi4d_asin_1_title&th=1
Amazon%20-%20Popsicle%20Sticks
Amazon%20-%20Masking%20Tape
https://www.amazon.com/100-Count-Reclosable-Resealable-Industrial/dp/B06Y1R3F4Y/ref=sr_1_7?dchild=1&keywords=plastic+bags+2.5+gallon+size&qid=1634138969&sr=8-7
https://www.amazon.com/100-Count-Reclosable-Resealable-Industrial/dp/B06Y1R3F4Y/ref=sr_1_7?dchild=1&keywords=plastic+bags+2.5+gallon+size&qid=1634138969&sr=8-7
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Safe Landing (250 kits) 

Item Quantity 
Where to Buy 

(Link if applicable)
Total Cost

Paper Cups 250 ea. Target - Paper Cups $14.95 

Cardstock 500 ea. $65.97 

Note Card 1500 ea. Target - Note Cards $12.75 

Popsicle Sticks 1000 ea. Had in inventory $0.00 

Straws 1500 ea. Target - Straws $59.70 

Cotton Balls 1500 ea. Had in inventory $0.00 

Clear Tape 
200* 

Tape rolls were only 
placed in the student 

kits.

Target - Clear Tape $117.00 

String 250 yards 
ea. Had in inventory $0.00 

Plastic Grocery Bags 250 ea. Donated $0.00 

Gallon Ziploc Bags 250 ea. Donated $0.00 

Total – Safe Landing $270.40 

Miscellaneous Items 

Item Quantity 
Where to Buy 

(Link if applicable)
Total Cost

Hopin Subscription 

Virtual 
Platform 
Used for 
Event* 

($79/month with non-
profit discount)

https://hopin.com/ $158.40 

Drawstring 
Backpacks 200 Drawstring Bags $176.00 

T-Shirts 200 Bayou City Shirts (local
company) $913.25 

Shipping Kits 
171* 

Included 99% of 
Student kits and 

some day-of 
volunteer kits

USPS (flat rate medium box) $2778.75 

Amazon - no link available

https://www.target.com/p/dixie-everyday-assorted-designs-cold-cups-54ct-9oz/-/A-12970172#lnk=sametabhttps://www.target.com/p/dixie-everyday-assorted-designs-cold-cups-54ct-9oz/-/A-12970172
https://www.amazon.com/Juvale-Corrugated-Cardboard-Sheets-Inches/dp/B07TFGJD8S/ref=sr_1_5?crid=3TW6FSYNQ8CDM&dchild=1&keywords=cardboard+squares+5x5&qid=1632521029&sprefix=cardboard+squares%2Caps%2C223&sr=8-5
https://www.amazon.com/Juvale-Corrugated-Cardboard-Sheets-Inches/dp/B07TFGJD8S/ref=sr_1_5?crid=3TW6FSYNQ8CDM&dchild=1&keywords=cardboard+squares+5x5&qid=1632521029&sprefix=cardboard+squares%2Caps%2C223&sr=8-5
https://www.target.com/p/100ct-4-34-x-6-34-ruled-index-cards-white-up-38-up-8482/-/A-14511631#lnk=sametab
https://www.target.com/p/matter-100-compostable-straws-50ct/-/A-81620438#lnk=sametab
https://www.target.com/p/4ct-transparent-tape-up-38-up-8482/-/A-10798625#lnk=sametab
https://hopin.com/
https://www.4allpromos.com/product/economy-drawstring-backpack
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Speaker Gift 1 Had in Inventory $0.00 

Shipping Post-Event 
Swag Kits 50 USPS (flat rate small box) $472.50 

Total Miscellaneous Expenses $4,498.90 

Describe any additional funding sources outside of section budget (if 
applicable):

A typical budget for this event from the section’s funds is $5,500 (this has been the 
budget for in-person and virtual IAGTE’s hosted in the last few years). 

Chemours donated $6,000 for this event which was $500 more than our section 
budget. With this donation we were able to send out post-swag kits (materials 
provided by Chemours) and only spend the amount allocated from the Chemours 
donation of $6,000. We did not need to use any of our regular section budget for 
the 2021 IAGTE event. 
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